The concept of virtual aperture and the point spread function for designing and characterizing ultra-wideband near-field multipleinput multiple-output active imaging array are investigated. Combining the approach of virtual aperture desynthesis with the monostatic-to-bistatic equivalence theorem, a kind of linear UWB MIMO array, the split transmit virtual aperture (STVA) array, was designed for through-the-wall imaging. Given the virtual aperture, the STVA array is the shortest in physical aperture length. The imaging performance of the designed STVA array in the near field is fully analyzed through both numerical and measured data. The designed STVA array has been successfully applied to imaging moving targets inside buildings.
Introduction
Through-the-wall imaging (TWI) is an emerging technology that has a variety of potential applications including earthquake rescue, covert target detection, surveillance, and reconnaissance. Ultra-wideband (UWB) microwave imaging has been identified as a viable approach for TWI. Typically, a synthetic aperture approach is employed for imaging purposes while fixed aperture (i.e., antenna array) rather than synthetic aperture imaging systems preferred in such hostile or time-sensitive applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
To simplify the array imaging system, two kinds of arrays, the switched antenna array [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and the multiple input multiple output (MIMO) array [6] [7] [8] [9] , have mostly been used. The switched array concept is based on one transmit array and one receive array. The transmit array switches between antenna elements one at a time. The receive array also switches between antenna elements one at a time. In this way, the number of required transmit and receive antennas is significantly saved. Moreover, using the high speed electronic switch, the time to acquire a data set across the aperture is greatly reduced compared to that of a synthetic aperture imaging system [1] . MIMO array imaging is characterized by using multiple transmit antennas to transmit orthogonal waveforms simultaneously and by using multiple receive antennas to receive the scattered waveforms from the target simultaneously. Two types of MIMO array, array with widely separated antenna elements and array with collocated transmit and receive antennas, have been proposed [10, 11] . For array imaging, the latter is preferred, and the use of orthogonal waveform is to increase the update rate rather than using diversity to improve the detection performance.
For active microwave imaging, both the switched antenna array and the MIMO array exhibit similar advantages of fast data acquisition and require less antenna elements. Further, the properties of both arrays are usually analyzed using the equivalent one-way co-array [6] [7] [8] [9] [12] [13] [14] or two-way virtual aperture array [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 15] . Considering we are concentrating on two-way active microwave imaging, the more versatile term of MIMO array and the concept of virtual aperture are used in the following section.
The configuration of MIMO array has great effects on radar imaging, such as resolution and peak side lobe level. The theory of virtual aperture (co-array) together with its beam pattern provides a unified and convenient method for analyzing and designing MIMO arrays under narrow band far-field condition [1-7, 12, 16] .
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The concept of virtual aperture (co-array) was extended to ultra wide band (UWB) imaging MIMO array in [8, 9, [12] [13] [14] , with a modified definition of the beam pattern, which is a function of both the azimuth direction and the additional dimension of time or range [17] [18] [19] [20] . UWB MIMO array design methods based on the concept of virtual aperture have been presented in [8, 9, 14] .
Unfortunately, the same virtual aperture may be synthesized from MIMO arrays with different configurations. Further, high cross-range resolution of the UWB MIMO array imaging system requires large accumulation angle of the array to the imaging location, which conflicts with the farfield condition assumption of the virtual array approach. And the radar cross section (RCS) of a point scatterer is dependent on the imaging geometry of the MIMO array. Taking all these factors into account, a UWB MIMO array with the minimal physical aperture among those synthesizing the same virtual aperture, the split transmit virtual aperture array (STVA), for through the wall imaging application is presented. The performance of the designed array is fully analyzed using the point spread function (PSF), and the MIMO array has been successfully applied to image targets inside buildings.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the concept of co-array and virtual aperture together with the radiation pattern for wideband MIMO array is explained. The PSF of UWB array applicable for both far-and nearfield conditions is presented in Section 3. The equivalence of PSF and beam pattern under far-field narrow band condition is also demonstrated. In Section 4, the linear UWB MIMO array design method is described, and a specific array configuration, the STVA, for TWI is proposed. The performance of the designed array is analyzed using the PSF. The experimental imaging results of the UWB MIMO imaging system are presented in Section 5. Conclusions are summarized in the final section.
Co-Array and Virtual Aperture
2.1. Co-Array. For each two-way array, an equivalent array can be synthesized whose one-way beam pattern is identical to a two-way pattern of the initial array. The aperture function of the synthesized array is referred to as effective aperture. The most famous effective array for MIMO array is the co-array.
Consider a linear two-way MIMO array composed of transmit and receive omnidirectional elements located along the -axis as shown in Figure 1 . The location of the th transmit element is r , = ( , , 0), = 0, 1, 2, . . . , − 1, and the location of the th receive element is r , = ( , , 0), = 0, 1, 2, . . . , − 1. For active imaging, the equivalent coarray consists of one-way element and the location of the th synthesized element (virtual element) of the co-array is defined as [16] r , = ( , , 0) = r , + r , = ( , + , , 0) ,
where = ( + 1)( + 1) − 1 for = 0, 1, 2, . . . , − 1 and = 0, 1, 2, . . . , − 1. The weighting coefficient of the th virtual element of the co-array is
where , and , are the weighting coefficients of the th transmit and th receive elements of the MIMO array, respectively.
It should be noted that (1) and (2) are defined under the condition that no redundancy exists within the co-array. If different transmit/receive pairs within the MIMO array result in the same virtual element position, the corresponding weights at the same virtual element shall be summed.
Under narrow band far-field condition, assuming that the steering is fixed and pointed broadside, the performance of a one-way array may be fully described with the well-known beam pattern or radiation pattern, given by the Fourier transform of the array aperture weighting function (or in its discrete form). The radiation pattern of the two-way MIMO array is the beam pattern of the equivalent co-array, given as
where is the incidence angle from the normal of the aperture and = 2 / is the wave number with as the wavelength of the signal. Substitute (1) and (2) into (3), MIMO ( ) can be expressed as
The first sum of (4) is the beam pattern of the transmit array ( ), and the second sum is the beam pattern of the receive array ( ). Thus, the radiation pattern of the two-way MIMO array is the multiplication of the transmit and receive patterns.
The concept of co-array was extended to wideband imaging MIMO array in [8, 9, [12] [13] [14] 17] . It should be noted that the equivalent concept of effective array other than coarray was used in [8, 9, 17] . For narrow band far-field imaging, the co-array together with its radiation pattern can fully describe the overall performance over the azimuth direction of the MIMO array. However, for wideband far-field imaging, International Journal of Antennas and Propagation 3 the radiated waveforms vary throughout time and angle, even in the far fields of the array. Therefore, the radiation pattern is a function of both the azimuth direction and the additional dimension of time or range. The wideband radiation pattern of the co-array is expressed as [14, 15] 
where is the wavenumber of the central carrier frequency, is the speed of light, and ( ) is the envelope of the transmitted wideband pulse, possibly after pulse compression. In the ideal monochromatic case, ( ) is a constant equal to unity.
To compare with narrowband beam pattern, the time dimension of the wideband beam pattern must be reduced. There are many ways to reduce the time dimension of the wideband beam pattern. The commonly used method is to take the maximum time response at each angular location [17, 18] ( ) = max ( , ) .
It should be noted that the method loses the information concerning the temporal shape of the radiation pattern.
Virtual Aperture.
In the field of radar imaging, the concept of two-way virtual aperture rather than the coarray is usually adopted to analyze the MIMO array. The equivalent monostatic illumination angle is approximated by the bisector of the bistatic angle of the measurement using the physical-optic model for bistatic scattering of point scatterers at small bistatic angles [19] . Based on this theorem, an equivalent monostatic transmit/receive element (virtual element) located midway between the transmit and the receive elements was introduced under the far-field condition in [4] . Therefore, the location of the th virtual element of the virtual aperture for the MIMO array mentioned above is given as
where = ( + 1)( + 1) − 1 for = 0, 1, 2, . . . − 1 and = 0, 1, 2, . . . , − 1. The weighting coefficients of the virtual elements are the same as those of co-array elements, that is, V, = , for = 0, 1, 2, . . . , − 1. Within the assumption that the wave field propagates with half of the actual speed, the monostatic transmit/receive element can be treated as one-way element at the same location. Thus, the radiation pattern of the virtual array for wideband far-field imaging is
Note that V, = , and V, = , /2 for = 0, 1, 2, . . . , − 1, we get
Equation (9) indicates the equivalence of the concept of the one-way co-array and the concept of the two-way virtual aperture. In this paper, we are mainly concerned about active imaging. The concept of the two-way virtual aperture is adopted.
Point Spread Function
Beam pattern mentioned above can fully describe the overall performance of the array in the far field. Unfortunately, it does not work in the near field. Actually, an imaging system can be fully characterized by the point spread function (PSF) defined as the response of the imaging system to an ideal point source, despite the variations of the transmitted waveform, angle, and distance of focus. The main lobe width of the PSF is a measurement of achievable resolution the grating lobes location and levels of the PSF determine the ambiguity region and their intensities, and the side lobe level of the PSF indicates the capabilities of distinguishing weaker scatterers in the proximity of the strong ones.
For narrow band far-field imaging, the equivalence between the virtual aperture and the original MIMO array has been demonstrated. Unfortunately, there are increasing approximate errors with shorter focus distance and wider band of transmitted signal. The approximation error for the wide band imaging MIMO array can be estimated and analyzed based on the analysis of the PSF of the virtual aperture and the PSF of the original MIMO array.
The imaging geometry of the MIMO array with an ideal point scatterer located at r = ( , ) is shown in Figure 1 . Suppose ( ) is the spectrum of the transmitted wideband signal ( ), then ( ) is the inverse Fourier transform of ( ), given by
Ideally, if the signal ( ) is time limited, the spectrum ( ) spreads all over the frequency and vice versa. Practically, the transmitted waveform is specially designed such that it is approximately both time limited and bandwidth limited. Further, the spectrum ( ) is approximated by its uniformly sampled discrete values, resulting in the well-known stepped frequency (SF) waveform. Suppose the frequency bandwidth of the spectrum is [ 0 , −1 ], a stepped frequency approximation to (10) is given as
where ( ) can be considered as the frequency weighting function of the SF waveform. For simplicity, we use unity weighting function with ( ) = 1 in the following text. It should be noted that the frequency samples are usually transmitted in the form of gated narrowband pulse, step by step. Further description of the SF waveform can be found in [5, 13] .
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Under the assumption of free space propagation and for the th frequency, the two-way Green's function of the th transmit and th receive pair to the point scatterer is given by (r ,
where = 2 / is the wavenumber and = / is the wavelength of the pth frequency step.
PSF of the MIMO array imaging system is the output image of the ideal point source for scanning position r = ( , ), formulated by
Equation (13) indicates that the PSF of the active imaging MIMO array is a spatial variant function of the target location r , scanning position r, and the frequency of the transmitted signal.
Similarly, we can get the approximate PSF from the equivalent virtual array, expressed as
Actually, the concepts of PSF and beam pattern are identical under far-field narrow band condition. Let the carrier frequency of the narrow band signal is 0 , then ( ) = 2 0 . Under far-field condition, the following approximations hold for = 0, 1, 2, . . . , − 1 and = 0, 1, 2, . . . , − 1 :
where and 0 are the incidence angles of plane wave from r and r , respectively. Substitute (15a), (15b), (15c), (15d), (15e), and (15f) and = 0 into (13), the PSF (r, r ) can be further expressed as the function of , 0 , and 0
If we are only interested in the performance of the PSF over the azimuth direction , the fixed coefficient
can be ignored. Using a change of variables
Expression (16) would take the form
which is the same expression as the radiation pattern of the MIMO array as shown in (4).
UWB STVA Array

UWB MIMO Array Design.
Proper array design is helpful for simplifying the system structure and improving the imaging quality. The virtual aperture concept offers a basic framework for selecting transmit and receive aperture functions [8, 14] . A virtual aperture desynthesis approach is applied to design the UWB MIMO array with uniform weighting according to the desired main lobe width and side lobe level in [8, 14] . The essential step of the approach is the deconvolution process of (7). Unfortunately, given the two-way virtual aperture and the number of transmit and receive elements, the result of the de-convolution is not unique. Consider a linear virtual aperture with 32 virtual elements located uniformly within an aperture of 3.1 m; five MIMO arrays with different topology are desynthesized each is composed of 2 transmit elements and 16 receive elements, as shown in Figure 2 . Additional metric must be involved to evaluate the performance of the five different MIMO arrays. Further, in UWB MIMO array imaging application, the performance of a UWB MIMO array is related not only to the topology of the array and the number of the array elements, but also to the spectrum of the transmitted signal. The spectrum of the transmitted signal may be approximated by its uniformly sampled discrete values, which is the form of stepped frequency waveform. In TWI application, stepped frequency continuous wave (SFCW) is one of the mostly used UWB waveforms [5, 20] .
For UWB SFCW signal, the design process of an imaging MIMO array starts from the required resolution and the peak side lobe of the image, which determines the minimal aperture length and the number of virtual elements of the twoway virtual aperture from (14) . In the far-field narrowband condition, the 3 dB width of the PSF main lobe in the azimuth direction steering to Θ from the boresight is approximately as
where is the two-way aperture length and is the wavelength of the transmitted waveform. Then the number of transmit and receive elements can be chosen under the relation
where , , and V are the numbers of transmit, receive, and the virtual elements, respectively. In the next step, the transmit and receive array topology can be derived through deconvolution of (7), which is similar to the process in [5, 20] . The de-convolution procedure is not unique and allows for multiple solutions. To select the optimal one among them, the monostatic-to-bistatic equivalence condition in radar signal processing should be considered. Remarking that the radar cross section (RCS) of a point scatterer (the object is modeled as a set of discrete scattering centers) is dependent on the incidence and reflection angle, the equivalence is valid only at a small range of angle. Thus, we hope to decrease the overall length of the physical aperture including all the transmit and receive elements, and we also hope that the transmit aperture and the receive aperture have similar illumination geometry to all the point scatterers. For the case listed in Figure 2 , option 2 with the two transmit elements located at either end of the linear uniform receive array is the optimal selection. We called the linear MIMO with similar topology as the split transmitter virtual aperture (STVA) array.
After that, the configuration of the STVA array is adjusted considering the mutual coupling and the UWB antenna element size. For array transmitting continuous waveform, the direct coupling from the transmit to the receive elements decreases the receiver sensitivity, saturates the receiver, and even damages the receiver. The transmit and receive elements should be placed at a proper distance to improve the T/R isolation, assuring that the receiver is not jammed. The transmit elements may move a little distance away at both azimuth and elevation levels. It should be noted that theoretically the displacement in elevation of the transmit elements does not influence the array performance in the azimuth direction. Finally, during the array design, the center carrier frequency is used to calculate the main lobe width and side lobe level. In TWI application, the transmitted UWB signal extends across multiple octaves in the frequency domain. The spacing of the designed array elements may cause grating lobes at the higher operational frequency. If this does occur, the number of transmit elements should be increased.
UWB STVA Array Analysis.
Using the array design approach described above, an example of STVA array has been designed for TWI application. The topology of the STVA array is shown in Figure 3 phase center to phase center). The transmit elements are located at least 0.37 m away from the nearest receive element (from phase center to phase center) to reduce the direct coupling from the transmit elements to the receive elements to an acceptable level. Using the concept of virtual phase center, a virtual aperture with 60 virtual transmit/receive (T/R) elements is synthesized, as shown in Figure 3 It has been demonstrated that under the narrowband far-field condition, the equivalence of the PSF between the MIMO array and its virtual aperture is exact, and the virtual aperture fully describes the overall performance of the original MIMO array, while under wideband conditions, the equivalence becomes approximate. Therefore, it is necessary to compare the PSF between the original MIMO array and its virtual aperture to verify the feasibility of the design approach.
For narrow band array, the boundary of the far-field region is > 2 / , where is the largest distance International Journal of Antennas and Propagation between two elements of the array. Using this equation, for the designed UWB STVA array, we get the far-field boundary of 16.5 m at the lowest operational frequency and 66 m at the highest operational frequency. For a vehicle-borne TWI system, the detection range is usually between 5 m and 50 m, which spans the near-and far-field boundary region. Thus, the influence of target distance on the performance of the MIMO array should also be investigated.
The PSF of the original STVA array and the PSF of its virtual aperture with focal point at the location (0, 8 m) are illustrated in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) , respectively. The peak amplitude patterns in the azimuth angle of both the PSFs are shown in Figure 4 (c) for more direct comparison, which demonstrated that both patterns are almost equivalent. The farther the focal distance, the smaller the approximation error.
The cross-range resolution of the point target at 8 m is about 0.246 m. For the large relative bandwidth of the transmitting UWB waveform (120%), the first side lobe is about 22 dB lower than the peak of the main lobe. In theory, the wider the bandwidth, the lower the side lobe. In the ideal narrow band case, the first side lobe level is about −13 dB.
During the calculation of PSFs, frequency weight coefficients are set to unity, which will result in the high level range side lobe of about −13 dB. In practical imaging processing, different types of frequency weighting function are used to reduce the range side lobe level. Unfortunately, frequency weighting function also affects the performance of the azimuth of the UWB array. The image results of the same ideal point target with hamming weighting function in frequency are shown in Figure 5 . The range side lobe level is reduced to about −40 dB, while the azimuth side lobe level is increased to −15 dB.
The simulation results are verified with measured data. A 0.1 m metal trihedral corner reflector was placed 8 m in front of the STVA array on a plane ground. The resulting image is shown in Figure 6 . The cross-range resolution and the location distribution of the side lobe are much the same as the simulation, but the level of the first right side lobe is a little higher than the simulation, which is likely due to the nonideality of the measurement setup.
Experimental Results
The designed STVA array has been successfully applied in TWI application. One of the active imaging scenes is shown in Figure 7 . The imaging array is placed at the left side of the cinderblock garage, and the array is parallel to the side wall, at a distance of 23.7 m. The thickness of the cinderblock wall is about 30 cm. The garage is 10 m wide and 16 m deep. During the acquisition of data, a man with the height of 172 cm walks between the front wall and the back wall along the range direction in the room.
A standard differential back projection (BP) imaging algorithm [5] is adopted to process the acquired data. The time interval of differential processing is 300 ms. The static background clutter is eliminated and the moving person is imaged. A series of differential images is acquired, and walking history of the person is clearly shown combining all the frames of images. One of the images with the person located at (−2 m, 27 m) is shown in Figure 8 .
Conclusion
The virtual aperture concept offers a basic framework for selecting transmit and receive aperture functions of MIMO array under narrow band far-field condition. In this paper, the MIMO array design approach is extended for the near-field wide band case. Combining the approach of virtual aperture decomposition with the monostatic-to-bistatic equivalence theorem, a kind of linear UWB MIMO array with the shortest physical aperture length among these synthesizing the same virtual aperture, the STVA array, was designed for through the wall imaging. The PSF of the original STVA array and the PSF of its virtual aperture are compared, demonstrating that the approximation error is negligible even at the nearest focal range.
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The imaging performance of the designed STVA array in the near field is fully analyzed through both numerical and measured data. The designed STVA array has been successfully applied to imaging moving targets inside buildings.
